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 This study re-examines the patterns of accentuation in Sino-Japanese trimoraic nouns. In 

Japanese, the lexical strata are divided into native Japanese, Sino-Japanese and loanwords. 

The patterns of accentuation in the three strata are reported to be distinctive (Kubozono 2008). 

In trimoraic nouns, native words tend to unaccented (71%), while loans show an opposite 

tendency (93% as accented). Sino-Japanese does not prefer any pattern of accentuation. When 

a trimoraic noun is accented, the accent is likely to be antepenultimate (Ogawa 2004, 

Kubozono 2008). Nevertheless, in Japanese moraic nasal, long vowel and geminate cannot 

carry accent, and they cause accent to shift to other full CV syllable. To avoid accent shift due 

to special moras, this study focuses on Sino-Japanese trimoraic nouns without special moras.    

 This study adopts a corpus-based approach, extracting Sino- Japanese trimoraic nouns 

from The Japanese Language Pronunciation and Accent Dictionary (NHK 2015). Data 

including long vowel, moraic nasal or geminate are excluded. The data are analyzed 

according to the mapping of kanji and moras, divided into A+BC, AB+C, and A+B+C. In 

addition to morphological mapping, vowel devoicing is also taken into account. As vowel 

devoicing interacts with accentuation (Kawahara 2015), examples with high vowel devoicing 

in medial positions are separated.     

 Results are reported in Table 1 below, showing three dimensions: the number of kanji, 

internal structure and patterns of accentuation. In total, there are 740 tokens. Four sets (676 

tokens, 91.4%) are from those with two kanji. The majority is attested in unaccented 382 

tokens from A+BC with two kanji. In A+BC with two kanji, 122 tokens are accented with 

initial accent. 107 tokens from AB+C with two kanji has initial accent. Although it does not 

exceed 10% of the corpus instances, there are 66 tokens in the set of unaccented from AB+C 

with two kanji. In two kanji, 29 corpus instances are attested in accented LHL and unaccented 

LHH. In three kanji, 35 corpus instances are attested only in unaccented LHH and accented 

LHL.  

 The results suggest a branching effect in Sino- Japanese trimoraic nouns. In A+BC with 

two kanji, there are two patterns, one as unaccented, which exceedingly outnumbers the 

accented HLL (381 > 122). In AB+C with two kanji, it shows an opposite tendency that 

accented HLL outnumbers unaccented (107 > 66). In addition to branching effect, the data 

also suggest that in two kanji, accentuation LHL is only attested in AB+C, not in A+BC. As 

for three kanji, although there are only 35 instances, 80% of the corpus instances are attested 

in accented LHL.  

 The new analysis of Sino-Japanese accent has two implications for Japanese phonology. 

One implication concerns that without special mora, Sino-Japanese shows similar distribution 

of accent to that of native words, as unaccented outnumbers accented. The other implication 

for Japanese phonology is that when internal structure is taken into account, branching 

determines accentuation. Right branching is associated more with unaccented and left 

branching is associated more with accented. 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 1: Distribution of kanji, branching and accent in Sino-Japanese 

Number of  

kanji 
 

Unaccented Accented 
Total 

Branching LHH(H) HLL LHL LHH(L) 

Two  
A+BC 381 122 

 
2 505 

AB+C 66 107 24 3 200 

Three  

A+BC 1 
 

8 
 

9 

AB+C 4 
 

19 
 

23 

A+B+C 2 
 

1 
 

3 

Total 454 229 52 5 740 
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